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cut line

seam or sewing line

cut 2

you will put this pattern along a folded

edge so the finished shape will look something

like this!

finished edge or double sided bandana pattern:

if you would like to give

yourself more than a quarter

inch seam allowance, trace onto

your fabric with a little extra space

around it, then cut along the dotted

line to trace where you will sew!

if you do this, you may want to trim

the edges after sewing before turning

inside out, so the bandana lays flatter.
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cut line

cut 1

you will put this pattern along a folded

edge so the finished shape will look something

like this!

no sew raw edge bandana pattern:

instructions:

cut out the shape,

then tie it on your puppy!

you're done! :3
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finished edge or double sided bandana instructions:

line up the two pieces of fabric with 

their front sides facing each other, so 

the backside of the fabric is on the outside. 

you may pin them together to help them stay 

in place while sewing. 

start at the line closest to the middle of 

the bandana and sew around the edge 

of the fabric using a quarter-inch seam 

allowance, all the way to the other line. 

we want to leave a gap to turn the bandana 

inside out! be sure to tie a knot or backstich when 

you start and stop sewing.

start

end

turn the bandana inside out! I find it easiest to start by poking out the near

corner and then moving on to the rest of the shape. the corners can be a

bit tricky to turn inside out, but using a chopstick or blunt pencil to poke

them out can help! once your bandana is fully inside out with the front side

showing on both sides, fold in the edges at the opening and pin it up if you

would like for stability. it can help to iron it to get it to lay flat while you 

are sewing up the last raw edge, but it's not necessary 

be sure to follow the ironing instructions for the 

fabric you are using.

with a needle and thread, sew up the opening so the

bandana is sewn up on all sides! I usually use a

whip stich or ladder stitch, but you can do what works

best for you! if you would like, you can sew around

the edges one more time for a more finished look.

and you're done! put that bandana on your puppy and

admire your hard work!

whip stitch

ladder stitch
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